
 

First inhabited by the Normans, that occupied the ancient castle near Sgarroni (Castrum Monticuli),it became, in the second half of 19th 

century, a strategic point for brigands after Italian unification. It was the shelter for some brigands as Carmine Crocco] and his 

subordinates Ninco Nanco (Giuseppe Summa), Giuseppe Caruso, Teodoro Gioseffi andGiovanni Fortunato. Nowadays it is a touristic 

place receptive for its natural environment and for mineral waters, due to the presence of some extinct volcanoes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monticchio 

 

 

 

 

IRCCS CROB Rionero in Vulture. The center , parallel to the assistance , focused on the research . The Crob  is one of the most 

important  national centers in the field of oncology clinical and scientific research and holds strong relationships with the most important 

hospitals of Italy. http://www.crob.it/crob/home.jsp 
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Matera, the capital of culture 2019. The Sassi of  Matera are ancient cave dwellings in the Italian city of Matera,Basilicata. Situated in 

the old town, they are composed of the Sasso Caveosoand the later Sasso Barisano. The Sassi originate from a prehistoric 

troglodyte settlement and are suspected to be among the first human settlements in Italy. There is evidence that people were living here 

as early as the year 7000 BC.The Sassi are houses dug into the calcarenitic rock itself, which is characteristic of Basilicata and Apulia, 

locally called "tufo" although it is not volcanic tuff or tufa.The Sassi of Matera were entered in the list of World Heritage by UNESCO in 

1993 .https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matera 

 

 

Venusia was supposedly one of many cities said to be founded by the Greek hero Diomedes after the Trojan War. He dedicated 

Venusia to the goddess Aphrodite, also known as Venus, to appease her after the Trojans were defeated. The Aragonese castle, built in 

1470 by Pirro del Balzo Orsini. It has a square plan with four cylindrical towers. It was turned into a residence by Carlo and Emanuele 

Gesualdo, who added also an internal loggia, the north-western wing and bastions used as prisons. From 1612 it was the seat of 

the Accademia dei Rinascenti. It is now home to the National Museum of Venosa, inaugurated in 1991, with ancient Roman and other 

findings up to the 9th century.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venosa 
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The Lagopesole Castle is a medieval castle located on a mound ( 820 m above sea level) located between two rivers:  Ofanto and 

Bradano. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castel_Lagopesole 

 

 

 

The Castle of Melfi in Basilicata is one of the most important medieval castles in Southern Italy. Its construction, at least the components 

still visible, dates back to the Norman conquest and has undergone significant changes over time, especially under the House of 

Anjou and the Crown of Aragon. Federico II , decided to promulgate from the castle to the Constitutions of Melfi (or Constitutiones 

Augustales ) , one code of laws for the entire kingdom of Sicily , the work of enormous importance in the history of law , the 

characteristics of which are considered " modern " by some historians 

In Melfi, they were held five councils , organized by five different Popes between 1059 and 1137 

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Storia_di_Melfi https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castle_of_Melfi 
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http://www.essr.org/cms/website.php?id=/en/index/meetings/msk_imaging_summer_school.htm 

When we have the new website (hopefully August) we can place the course information also more 

prominently on the front page.  
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